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Dynamic Behavior of Materials, Volume 1: Proceedings of the 2018 Annual Conference on Experimental and Applied Mechanics (Conference Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Mechanics Series)Springer, 2018

	Dynamic Behavior of Materials, Volume 1 of the Proceedings of the 2018 SEM Annual Conference & Exposition on Experimental and Applied Mechanics, the first volume of eight from the Conference, brings together contributions to this important area of research and engineering.  The collection presents early findings and...
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New Global Perspectives on Industrial Engineering and Management: International Joint Conference ICIEOM-ADINGOR-IISE-AIM-ASEM (Lecture Notes in Management and Industrial Engineering)Springer, 2018

	
		
			This book presents the proceedings of the 3rd International Joint Conference – ICIEOM-ADINGOR-IISE-AIM-ASEM (IJC2017) “XXIII International Conference on Industrial Engineering and Operations Management”, “International ADINGOR Conference 2017”, “International IISE Conference 2017”,...
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Smart Intelligent Computing and Applications: Proceedings of the Second International Conference on SCI 2018, Volume 1 (Smart Innovation, Systems and Technologies, 104)Springer, 2018

	
		The proceedings covers advanced and multi-disciplinary research on design of smart computing and informatics. The theme of the book broadly focuses on various innovation paradigms in system knowledge, intelligence and sustainability that may be applied to provide realistic solution to varied problems in society, environment and...
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C++17 By Example: Practical projects to get you up and running with C++17Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Discover the impressive capabilities of C++ and learn the skills you need to implement it in real life

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage the power of C++ language constructs to build effective software
	
			Learn about file handling and pointers
	
			Build visually appealing...
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Monetizing Machine Learning: Quickly Turn Python ML Ideas into Web Applications on the Serverless CloudApress, 2018

	
		Take your Python machine learning ideas and create serverless web applications accessible by anyone with an Internet connection. Some of the most popular serverless cloud providers are covered in this book?Amazon, Microsoft, Google, and PythonAnywhere.

	
		You will work through a series of common Python data science problems...
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Beginning AI Bot Frameworks: Getting Started with Bot DevelopmentApress, 2018

	


	
		
			Want to build your first AI bot but don't know where to start? This book provides a comprehensive look at all the major bot frameworks available. You'll learn the basics for each framework in one place and get a clear picture for which one is best for your needs.
		


		
			...
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React Cookbook: Create dynamic web apps with React using Redux, Webpack, Node.js, and GraphQLPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Over 66 hands-on recipes that cover UI development, animations, component architecture, routing, databases, testing, and debugging with React 

	
		Key Features

		
			Use essential hacks and simple techniques to solve React application development challenges
	
			Create native mobile...
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Learn ARCore - Fundamentals of Google ARCore: Learn to build augmented reality apps for Android, Unity, and the web with Google ARCore 1.0Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create next-generation Augmented Reality and Mixed Reality apps with the latest version of Google ARCore

	
		Key Features

		
			Harness the power of the Google's new augmented reality (AR) platform ARCore to build cutting-edge Augmented reality apps
	
			Learn core concepts of...
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Natural Language Processing with TensorFlow: Teach language to machines using Python's deep learning libraryPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Write modern natural language processing applications using deep learning algorithms and TensorFlow

	
		Key Features

		
			Focuses on more efficient natural language processing using TensorFlow
	
			Covers NLP as a field in its own right to improve understanding for choosing TensorFlow...
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Emerging Postharvest Treatment of Fruits and Vegetables (Postharvest Biology and Technology)Academic Press, 2018

	
		With the increasing need and demand for fresh fruits and vegetables, the field of postharvest science is continuously evolving. Endeavors are being made by scientists involved in postharvest research for maintenance of the quality and safety of fresh horticultural produce to enhance the postharvest life and to extend the availability...
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Hands-On Meta Learning with Python: Meta learning using one-shot learning, MAML, Reptile, and Meta-SGD with TensorFlowPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Explore a diverse set of meta-learning algorithms and techniques to enable human-like cognition for your machine learning models using various Python frameworks

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand the foundations of meta learning algorithms
	
			Explore practical examples to explore...
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Beginning Entity Framework Core 2.0: Database Access from .NETApress, 2018

	
		Use the valuable Entity Framework Core 2.0 tool in ASP.NET and the .NET Framework to eliminate the tedium around accessing databases and the data they contain.

		

		Entity Framework Core 2.0 greatly simplifies access to relational databases such as SQL Server that are commonly deployed in corporate settings. By...
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